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All the latest from Commsave!
Welcome to the January member bulletin from Commsave!
This bulletin includes information about the PrizeSaver Account and some
forthcoming service improvements, as well as a reminder about how you can
keep your personal details up to date on your Commsave account.
We thank you, as always, for your membership of Commsave and look forward
to serving you throughout 2020.

Open a PrizeSaver
Account Today!

Coming Soon - Open
Banking!

Keep Your Personal
Details Up To Date

We all know we should
be saving more than
we do. Experts
suggest that we should
all have three months'
salary saved up to
guard against rainy
days.

In response to
feedback from
members, there will
soon be an
improvement in the
way you are able to
send us your bank
statements.

We recommend that
from time to time you
review the personal
details we hold about
you and make sure
that these are up to
date.

Well now there's even
more incentive to
save, thanks to our
PrizeSaver Account!

We will be introducing
Open Banking, which
means you can
connect to your bank
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number change or
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through Open
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Open your
PrizeSaver
Account today!

We will also be
introducing this to
verify your bank details
with us. So when you
want to arrange
withdrawals from your
Commsave account to
a new bank account,
you can use Open
Banking, saving you
time and effort.
This will be available in
the coming months,
and we will keep you

Click here to
login to the
member area

updated with any
changes.
Learn more
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